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About CommunicateHealth
Our mission:
To improve lives by designing health information, products, and
digital tools that are easy to understand and use
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Agenda
Today we’ll discuss:
 Low health literacy skills and numeracy
 Examples of numeracy guidance
 Numeracy research
 The next steps
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Health Literacy and Numeracy
 What is numeracy?
 How does it affect understanding?
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What is numeracy?

Percentage of U.S. residents ages 16
to 65 at each level of proficiency on
the PIAAC numeracy scale
Level 4/5 Below
9%
Level 1
10%

Numeracy is the ability to
understand and use numbers.

Level 1
20%

Level 3
27%

Level 2
34%

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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How does numeracy affect
understanding?
 Numeracy is directly related to health literacy
 Sometimes we need numbers in health materials
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Numbers in health materials
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Examples of Numeracy Guidance
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CDC Clear Communication Index
Does the material always present numbers the primary
audience uses?
 Use only necessary numbers
 Use common numbers
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CDC Clear Communication Index
Does the material always explain what the numbers mean?
 Say why the numbers are important
 Provide context
 Avoid qualitative descriptors by themselves
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CDC Clear Communication Index
Does the audience have to conduct mathematical
calculations?
 Do the math
 Use the same denominator
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PEMAT‐P
Numbers appearing in the material are clear and easy to
understand
 Use numbers only as needed
 In general, use frequencies instead of percentages
 It may be helpful to explain numbers qualitatively
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PEMAT‐P
The material does not expect
the user to perform
calculations

Source: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, Body Mass Index Table 1
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SAM+CAM
 Use numbers other than fractions, percents, or probabilities
 Use helper words, like “less than” and “more than”
 Don’t make the reader do calculations
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Goal
Work with NLM to develop more nuanced and
specific guidance to help people decide when
and how to use numbers in health materials.
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Research
 Questions
 Methods
 Findings
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Guiding questions
 What are best practices for communicating numbers in
health materials?
 What aspects of health numeracy contribute the most to
people’s understanding of health materials?
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Methods
 Brief literature and guidance scan
 18 in-depth interviews with consumers
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Testing stimuli
We explored 4 numerical health communication concepts:
 Risk
 Quantity
 Level/amount
 Prevalence
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Testing stimuli
We also explored 2 numeracy format/form concepts:
 Ordinals in word or numeric form (second vs. 2nd)
 Frequencies vs. percentages (3 in 10 vs. 30 percent)
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Findings
The communication goal matters.
Number only

Number with context

Context only

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that causes

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that causes

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that causes

serious damage to the lungs and

serious damage to the lungs and

serious damage to the lungs and

other organs. While there's no cure

other organs. While there's no cure

other organs. While there's no cure

for cystic fibrosis, better treatments

for cystic fibrosis, better treatments

for cystic fibrosis, better treatments

are helping people live longer,

are helping people live longer,

are helping people live longer,

healthier lives. About 30,000 people

healthier lives. But cystic fibrosis is

healthier lives. But cystic fibrosis is

in the United States have cystic

rare — about 30,000 people in the

rare.

fibrosis.

United States have it.
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Findings
Numbers lend credibility.
Numbers only

Numbers with context

Context only

Quitting smoking is one of the best

Quitting smoking is one of the best

Quitting smoking is one of the best

things you can do for your health.

things you can do for your health.

things you can do for your health.

Smoking is the leading cause of

Smoking is the leading cause of

Smoking is the leading cause of

preventable death and disease in

preventable death and disease in the

preventable death and disease in the

the United States. If you smoke,

United States. If you smoke, you're 15

United States. If you smoke, your risk

you're 15 to 30 times more likely to

to 30 times more likely to get lung

of lung cancer is much higher than

get lung cancer.

cancer. If you smoke, your risk of lung

someone who doesn’t smoke.

cancer is much higher than someone
who doesn’t smoke.
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Findings
Numbers stand out.
Spelled out

Numeral

Cancer treatments have improved

Cancer treatments have improved

dramatically in recent years. But cancer is

dramatically in recent years. But cancer is

still the second leading cause of death in

still the 2nd leading cause of death in the

the United States. Researchers are

United States. Researchers are constantly

constantly working to develop better

working to develop better treatments that

treatments that can save lives.

can save lives.
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Findings
People make sense of numbers through visualization.
Number only

Number with context

Context only

Eating healthy means eating a

Eating healthy means eating a variety

Eating healthy means eating a

variety of nutritious foods and

of nutritious foods and drinks. To eat

variety of nutritious foods and

drinks. To eat healthy, it's important

healthy, it's important to think about

drinks. To eat healthy, it's

to think about serving sizes. For

serving sizes. For example, a healthy

important to think about serving

example, a healthy serving of meat

portion of meat is 4 ounces — that

sizes. For example, a healthy

is 4 ounces.

looks about the same size as a deck

portion of meat looks about the

of cards.

same size as a deck of cards.
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Findings
To make sense of numbers, people convert to their preferred
format.
Numbers only

Numbers with context

Context only

Chickenpox spreads easily from

Chickenpox spreads easily from

Chickenpox spreads easily from

person to person. That's why all kids

person to person. That's why all kids

person to person. That's why all

need to get vaccinated against

need to get vaccinated against

kids need to get vaccinated against

chickenpox. 9 out of 10 people who

chickenpox. 9 out of 10 people who

chickenpox. Most people who get

get the chickenpox vaccine never get

get the chickenpox vaccine never get

the chickenpox vaccine never get

chickenpox.

chickenpox. That means the vaccine is

chickenpox.

very effective.
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Findings
It’s not clear whether people understand frequencies
or percentages better. In fact, they may struggle to
understand both.
Percentage

Frequency

30 percent of Americans have high blood

3 out of 10 Americans have high blood

pressure.

pressure.
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Findings
Numbers + context is best.
Number and context only

Number, context, range

Context only

Breathing in too much air pollution

Breathing in too much air pollution

Breathing in too much air pollution can

can be especially dangerous for

can be especially dangerous for

be especially dangerous for people with

people with asthma. If you have

people with asthma. If you have

asthma. If you have asthma, the Air

asthma, the Air Quality Index (AQI)

asthma, the Air Quality Index (AQI)

Quality Index (AQI) can help you stay

can help you stay safe by telling you

can help you stay safe by telling you

safe by telling you when the air may be

when the air may be dangerous for

when the air may be dangerous for

dangerous for you to breathe. Today,

you to breathe. Today, the AQI is at

you to breathe. The AQI ranges from

the AQI shows that the air is safe for

25. That means the air is safe for you

0 (safest) to 500 (most dangerous).

you to breathe.

to breathe.

Today, the AQI is at 25.
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What Now?
 Key takeaways
 Future research
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Key takeaways
Before including numbers in a material, carefully
consider whether they’re useful.
Will numbers help support your main
message or communication goal?
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Key takeaways
Use numerals rather than spelled-out numbers.
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Key takeaways
When using numbers, provide context (with
words or additional numbers) to help increase
understanding.
Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States. Every
year, more than 600,000 people die of heart disease.
Your triglyceride level was 350. Anything between 200 and 499 is
considered unhealthy.
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Key takeaways
Consider using visual metaphors to
help people understand numbers.

1 ounce of cheese is
about the same size
as 4 dice
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Future research


What is the right quantity of numbers to use so that readers
find health information credible and understandable?



What are the most effective formats for presenting numerical
health risk information?



When are frequencies or percentages most effective for
supporting communication goals?



Which frequency units and which types of percentages are
easiest to understand?
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Discussion
& Questions
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